Designing a modern temporary public building in Istanbul

There are lots of public places between cities and sea and architects believe that their designing needs more consideration. What you’ll feel here is a connection to all elements of nature as the reality bring the outside in. The necessity and importance of discussion and analysis upon sea, wave and water traveling Process and lots of diversities, conflicts, contradictions, complexities and different variables is because of its critical effect on my planning and decisions for a better designing. The language barrier between public space designing and my concept needs finding a possible relationship and also solution. I need to find a way or maybe a paradigm to transfer my concept and my feeling into my project with focus on site potential. Designing a temporary public space in Istanbul modern with resigning and utilizing modernity and my concept to cover all needs of addressees. Designing different layers, possible way for water traveling and undisciplined geometrical shapes were consisted of project concept. Final design should provide these features: Adaptability and preserving harmony and balance, having a model and maintaining that model, providing needs, Active unity, harmony and agreement.

Open public space, Wave concept, Different layers, water traveling.
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